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Abstract: Nowadays, human sentiment analysis is one of the biggest challenges for computing technology researchers. Intelligent methods are used to
capture human facial expressions then these expressions are analyzed by means of emotions, feelings, thinking, and behavior. Actually, it relates to
human nature that can be observed and analyzed by person to person in a real-world environment. In this paper, we have proposed human sentiments
analyses associate with social networking apps. These social networking apps must be built smarter so that they could interact with human sentiments.
One of the widely used social networking web apps is Facebook, people used to connect, share their achievements, feelings, thinking, point of views,
observations, and most probably emotions, through upload status, pictures, videos, and many other ways. We can achieve the goal by collaborating
both fields such as human psychology and cognitive, possible to implement while connecting the camera with deep learning computing technology.
Detecting and recognizing the real-time face image, analyzing facial expressions, and recommend activities according to the experimental outcomes of
the analysis. The purpose is to generate an intelligent bridge between humans and computers which interact in a smart manner.
Index Terms: Sentiment analysis, Social networking apps, Facial expressions, Human emotions, Human feelings, Human thinking, Human behavior,
Human psychology.

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION
SOMETIMES emotions can easily be observed & understand
by human-being, but it cannot be understood by machine
(computer devices). If machines perceive human emotions,
the complete scenario should be different than now; it can be
able to understand behavior, attitude, and many more. Then, it
will become a great achievement for all of us. This will
consider the super-unique era in computing technology. The
sentiment means emotion, feeling, thinking, attitude, opinion,
point of view, sensibility, etc. Those types of sentiments can
feel or generate by a human, sometimes expressions can tell
each & everything without using any words. A picture can
define more than words.
The collaboration of human sentiments and computing
technology can resolve thousands of hidden things. In the
recent era, the idea is to develop or rebuilt social networking
sites and applications with human sentiments, need to
construct a high-level interaction between human & computer
systems. The main objective to create a knowledge-based
system that mainly focuses on human psychology, human
cognitive, human-computer interaction (HCI). In this research
article; provides an awareness of social networking owners to
reuse websites or apps and interact with human sentiments in
it. Especially „Facebook‟ and „Twitter‟, there are numbers of
users who use both the websites as a social networking
purpose. The question is, we get sentiment data, and how we
suggest some positive things? We can get data from users‟
updating status, uploading images, selecting feelings, video
watching, song selection, location updates. So, the motive is
to understand all these sentiments by system explicitly and
suggest the solution within seconds. Design and analyze
social networking architecture, some crucial types of






sentiments analysis shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Sample Sentiments
Parameters
Feeling
Celebration
Listening to
Watching
Traveling

Looking for

Thinking
about
Playing
Supporting
Agree with

Description
Happy, sad, love, joyful, confuse. and update it by
own self.
Expressing feelings by the help of uploading pictures
or update status.
Expressing feelings by listening songs and expressing
emotions as well.
Categories of movies such as funny, animated, action,
romance.
Traveling into a car, train, airplane, also where to
travel beach, park, hotel, restaurant, and traveling for
working perspective.
It also shows human feelings that what he/she is
looking for: a boy/girl, car, bike, animal, or searching
something.
Thinking is one of the main key components to
express emotions.
It also shows sentiments of human while playing cool,
calm, aggressive.
It shows trust level between humans.
Agree and deny for something which is good and bad
for us.

In the research domain on sentiment analysis, researchers
focus on state-of-the-art challenges, actual perception about
the knowledge-based system which analysis human
sentiments explicitly, need to train & test our devices with
„Human Psychology‟(HP). HP describes the behavior and
emotions of an individual or a group. Psychology also defines
the thinking and attitude of a person and shows how can deal
with this. There are some important key components of human
psychology that elaborate in the next sections. Human
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also describes the concept of human psychology, cognitive,
sentiment analysis based on color perception, facial
expression, and mechanism of text mining. In Section 4 we
have conclude the research perspective.

2 RELATED LITERATURE
In Predicting Elections with Twitter: What 140 Characters
Reveal about Political Sentiments. Tumasjan et al. elaborate
social networking power and how powerful is to be used.
Social networking sites especially twitter is recently used for
political election purposes in Germany. When it was analyzed
by LIWC text analyses software, a minimum of 100,000 text
messages referred to some political parties or politicians. The
political campaign first started in the U.S.A. Barack Obama
was the first person who used social networking for his
presidential campaign in 2008. Twitter was a microblogging
service develop in 2006, short messages publish by users up
to 140 characters. This short message is called tweets. It‟s
more useful for links to websites, latest news updates, upload
pictures, direct messages, etc. The research result is divided
into two subcategories which are tweets by party and equality
of participation. It is clearly showing that social networking is
increasingly used in political purpose and provide awareness
to people of the country. This is one of the big examples of
human sentiments, where people share thoughts, thinking,
ideas, suggestions, feelings, and emotions [1]. Text preprocessing mechanism in sentiment analysis, Haddi et al.
distribute efforts in the field of sentiments. Online text
classification is a big task, sentiments analysis of feature
selection, and find out the accuracy of text mining by using
Support Vector Machine (SVM). Most of the time SVM is used
for text mining purposes. The word pre-processing means
removing noise or ambiguity of text because online text preprocessing contains lots of uninformative parts like tags etc.
After the pre-processing technique, the framework is divided
into three subcategories, first is to extract data transformation
and filtration, second is to applying classification for data or
text prediction, third is to analyses the performance of
classification. These are the most crucial part of a framework
where extraction and filtration are done on HTML tags,
abbreviations, duplication data, negation handling, and others.
Data transformation is used to transfer data into one structure
to another structure. At the end of this research, researchers
share some result about text pre-processing on the first time
1400 document matrix found or extracted, 81.5% accuracy of
term frequency-inverse document frequency (FT-IDF), 83%
accuracy of feature frequency (FF), and 82% accuracy of
feature presence (FP). When it is applying on the second time,
92.3% accuracy rate of FT-IDF, 90% accuracy of FF, and 93%
of FP. When applying the pre-processing technique on text
mining using SVM on the third time, 93.5% accuracy of FTIDF, 90.5% accuracy of FF, and 93% accuracy of FP. So, it‟s
clear that sentiment analysis is also used in data mining for
text recognition or pattern recognition as well as natural
language processing [2]. In the digital era, technology
emerged, after that data was going to increase rapidly. Short
message service is one of the main examples of text data that
is going to increase on a daily basis, extracting, preprocessing, and analyzing data is such a huge task. Tajinder
Singh et al. contributes to the field of sentiments classification
and analysis of text pre-processing on Twitter. The best part to
choose a unique path in sentiment analysis of noise,
relevance, emoticons, folksonomies, and slangs. It‟s such a
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great effort but a more challenging task. Mainly focus on
Twitter, in 2006, distribution of 320M twitter users are actively
used twitter accounts on regular bases and 80% users using
mobile-based twitter applications. In a month one billion-plus
tweet updated by millions of users and twitter supports 32+
languages, every type of user gets the advantage of
languages and use native language for easy understanding.
So, it‟s purely clear that web-based sites and applications are
both used for social networking purposes. Challenged to find
out slag words, Tajinder Singh et al. described some key
points which reduce negative words such are stop list,
lemmatization, text cleaning, clarity of words, tagging,
grammar, tokenization, representation of text, and automated
learning. In the Result secession, SVM using for the sentiment
classification task, there are two main processes, first to the
normalization of tweets, and the second one is to convert one
sentiment class into a normalizing sentiment class which has
less negative or slag words. Finally, sentiment classification of
text pre-processing useful for analyzing slag words [3]. Pak et
al. contributes effort in the field of Sentiment analysis and
target opinion mining of twitter. The objective is to focus on
twitter just because it‟s a microblogging social networking
website. In this, sentiment analysis works on human opinion
because people share though and expressing emotions using
microblogging social websites. Pak et al. applied linguistic
analysis to discover corpus, this corpus used for opinion
classification were negative, positive, and neutral sentiments
can easily fetch out in the document. Such a technique didn‟t
use before, it used in this research just for the English
language and another language can use it later. Result shows,
for collecting negative, positive, and neutral opinion can be
classified using TreeTagger for POS-tagging. POS-tags
classify strong emotions text and indicate it. The classifier
used to know as a multinomial Naive Bayes classifier and its
feature is POS-tagging and N-Gram which was mainly used in
this article for collecting text sentiments [4]. According to
Thelwall et al., one-month (9 February to 9 March 2010) twitter
records taken from data company Spinn3r and applied
sentiment analysis on these records. The record was
approximately 34,770,790 and take out English language
tweets recodes which were exactly 2,749,840. Selecting top
events from 29 days by time series scanning method and
words corpus calculated hourly frequency based. The same
technique was applied by Cataldi et al. in 2010, to detect
“emerging topic” [5]. Using a 3-hour burst method for
calculating word frequency by increasing time duration,
collecting positive sentiments opinions, and groups it in one
location. The top 30 words were identified for the 3-hour burst
method. All hashtags are removed and get exact events. By
this approach, we can find related events; Boolean search is
also one of the approaches to find related words in multiple
posts [6]. Medhat et al. describe opinion mining of an
individual which shows emotions and feelings by writing some
text, computation of this text is known as sentiment analysis.
In the survey paper, discuss the overall contribution in the field
of sentiment analysis (algorithms plus applications). The aim
was to provided awareness of sentiment research in the
recent era (history - 2014). In Sentiment Analysis, there are
some well know steps shown in (Figure 2) Walaa Medhat et al.
survey paper. The steps are sentiment analysis divided into
two parts, the machine learning approach (MLA) and the other
is the Lexical-Based Approach (LBA). In MLA, it is further
divided into two parts which are supervised learning and
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unsupervised learning. In supervised learning describes
classifiers either we used rule-based, decision tree, linear, and
probability approach. These classifiers have lots of algorithms
which perform text mining task or opinion mining task. In LBA,
it is also divided into two subsets which are the dictionarybased approach and corpus-based approach, corpus further
divided into two parts which are statistical and semantic [7].
The survey paper contributes lots of efforts in the field of
sentiment analysis also tough us that how much work is
already done in this field, what techniques are available,
where it can be applied, which area still incomplete, where to
work if you can contribute your efforts. Mostly, work done on
sentiment text classification, text mining or opinion mining,
pre-processing of text, extracting of words to remove noise,
generates positive words with the help of algorithms, SVM and
Naive Bayes used for text mining, and others. All these things
are done on twitter and somewhere on Facebook. Now, the
idea is to social media websites or apps that can understand
human feelings, emotions, thinking, attitude with the help of
updating status or uploading image, and others, shown in
Table 1.

3 PROPOSED METHOD
Nowadays, human sentiments are a challenging task where
humans & computers are interacting with each other. The
question rises that “how a computer system can understand
human feelings, emotions, thinking, behavior, and many more.
However, we proposed a suggestion based on the techniques
that help to build a technology that feels sentiments; such
methods are combining human psychology, human cognition,
facial expression, understanding of color psychology, opinion
mining (text mining). The importance and uniqueness of such
methods & materials discuss as follows:
3.1 Human Psychology
Human psychology is a branch of science which deal with the
study of the human mind and mental processes. The word
psychology comes from the Greek word, psyche means spirit or
soul and logia means study. Human psychology includes
behavior, emotions, feelings, cognitive, intelligence, attitude,
perceptions, thoughts, memories, even dreams. Many
psychological branches exist, but we are focusing on those which
are useful for analyzing human sentiments. Clinical Psychology
(CP) is one that gives us a direction to apply such type of
technique for analyzing human sentiments. The computer can
behave like a psychologist; knowledge will be providing properly
or accurately. This will help to understand his/her mental process
or mentality. Developmental Psychology (DP) is very crucial for
human sentiments, DP is the study where changing of behavior
just because of age. Increasing age also affects human behavior
or emotional level. Another, Dynamic Psychology (DPS) is the
study where mental stressing increasingly developed in human
because of demotivation, motivation can change the behavior of a
person and reduce stress which helps to think clearly or broadly,
by this human can do his/her 100% for completing his/her task
more accurately and efficiently. The main objective to understand
all these kinds of stuff and applying it for the design &
development of sentiment analysis. Environmental Psychology
(EP) is the study where the environment can affect human
behavior. Changing the mood or attitude of an individual because
of nature, surrounding, diversity, region, locality, religion, people,
or anything which relates to the environment. Experimental
Psychology (EPs), it indicates the movement between uncertainty
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to a certain environment. Applying reasoning to find out the
solution and store it for further use, it‟s just happened because of
experimental psychology. Individual Psychology (IPs) deals with
the study of the interpersonal nature or behavior of a human. IPs
are the most important part to understand and manipulate in
social networks, just because of human-machine interaction.
Social Psychology (SP) deals with the study of social activity and
other influences effects on an individual through the social
network. This is the major problem where a human can harass
another human through the internet. Classification of those
psychological factors that help to the analysis of human
sentiments by computer technology or social network.
3.2. Human Cognitive
Human cognitive deals with the study of the mental process of
acquiring knowledge through senses and experiences, it includes
reasoning, attention, memory, computation, problem-solving,
decision making, judgment, creativity, evaluation, thinking, and
many more. For instance, action or reaction can be performing by
humans just because of cognitive functionality. For example,
answering when someone calls, when someone talks to you and
you reply in the same language (understanding and analyzing
language), using voice or tone level in society, different
perceptions about the same thing, and others. Its supports Neural
Network, memory used for store previous experiences like
moving from uncertainty to certainty. If the system has past
experiences, then it can work more properly as compare to the
new one. In short, human cognitive helps to manage such types
of huddles and remove the gap between humans & machines,
also provides some hidden functionality of human cognition.
Adaptation of human cognitive plus human psyche helps to
maintain a system that feels the same as human feels.
3.3. Human Psychology & Color Perception
The misconception about psychological color (PC), its effects on
the human mind but its use to translate human sentiments or
perceptions by showing colors. Now, psychological color is widely
used in social networking websites to express numbers of
feelings like love, emotions, sadness, happiness, promotions,
protesting purposes, and others. PC divided into two major
categories; warm colors elaborate emotions, but it‟s lessfavorable despite cooler colors are more-favorable. Psychological
color aims to explain the sign of emotions, perceptions, feelings,
behavior, and attitude level. Different colors have different
meanings, but they depend on cultural, regional, religious-based.
Different shades of color also describe different meanings. For
example: as we were surveying in Karachi‟s institutes, most
people think that the red color indicates a dangerous sign, but as
compare to different urban people think that red shows love or a
positive sign. So, it‟s clear that regions plus religious also matter
in human sentiments.
3.4. Facial Expression
The key factor in the analysis of human sentiments is a facial
expression (FE). The human face is like a projector, can share
feelings, emotions, even thoughts by nonverbal communication
between two or more. FE is used for expressing emotions that
can‟t express by some languages. It is also used for conveying
social information between people. Some basic facial expressions
elaborate on some meanings. Same as emojis, each symbol has
some meaning like happy, sad, love react, bored reaction, and
others. The human also generates some facial expression,
analysis some basic expressions, then possibly we can
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implement social networking sites that recognized human facial
expression with the help of uploading a picture and determine the
emotion level of the person at that time. This research provides
one step forward to human interaction with social networking by
analyzing sentiments.
3.5. Text or Opinion Mining
Various works have been proposed on the topic of the text and
opinion mining which was discussed in the literature review
secession. In this part, the study of text, opinion, evaluation,
attitude, behavior, emotions, feelings, and others. in writing format
and these sentiments can be analyzed by the system is known as
sentiment analysis of text or opinion mining. It is mostly used in
social networking or social media for political campaigns. It is also
used to measure opinion for issues, human shows
aggressiveness or love about something, judgment, shows
his/her support for political leaders or celebrities, & many more.
There are several algorithms available which are used for
analysis text or opinion; the SVM (Support Vector Machine) is
mostly used for text recognition or document recognition.
Sentiment analysis working on some steps which help to
recognize words (mostly work done on the English language). A
first step, a lexical analysis that divides words into individual
alphabets known as tokens. These tokens are used to analyze
each alphabet. The second step, syntax analysis that checks
errors according to grammar. The third step, a semantic analysis
that corrects words meaning according to grammar. Fourth step,
discourse analysis concerned with language use beyond the
boundaries of the sentence. At last, proper meaning comes to
end, helps to understand what human wants to say. Social
networking websites or apps can take the method for
understanding human sentiments and “feels what human said” by
the help of text or opinion.
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3.6. Other Expressing Sentiments
Another way to express sentiments is by listening to songs,
elaborate feelings with the help of songs. This type of expression
is different from others, but sometimes it helps to translate
feelings and emotions without the need for any language. The
purpose to pick up such point, just because sometimes human
chooses songs for expressing his/herself at that time. If the title of
the songs supports the category of the individual song, for
example, sad songs indicate the person is in a sad mood)
connects with human sentiments. Then, it possible to analyze the
feelings and emotions of an individual at a time.

4 CONCLUSION
At this time, human sentiments is a hot topic while many
researchers faced critical challenges on it. The combination of
human sentiments with social networking; it sounds like an
impossible, but it can‟t be, the idea where social media‟s websites
and apps fetch human emotions, feelings, behavior, attitude,
opinion, face expression, and others. With the help of camera
vision, executing this situation by getting help with human
psychology, human cognitive perception, opinion mining, face
reading. Such a technique positively manipulates a result, till now
computer or any social media can‟t work accurately on human
sentiment. Furthermore, the role of computer vision and machine
learning is on the top because the system should be
knowledgeable to run explicitly not implicit through codes.
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